The discovery, exploration of, and sufferings within Utah's
MAIN DRAlN CAVE
David K. and Ryan K. Shurtz
Utah Grottos
Utah has never been, and surely never will be, considered a major caving
area of the United States of America or the world. However, hidden deep in
the mountains of this great state are a few cave gems, which will take their
places in caving history. This is the story of one such cave.
THE HOOK
Big passage, lots of breakdown, soaring ceilings, thousands of feet of
cave, and yet it seems the cave has ended. The only way on is to climb a
waterfall so tall that the top cannot be seen. We are so close to the depth
record for the state, and yet so far away. How can such a huge room just
end? Wait, what about this small hole going under a boulder in the middle
of the room? Cold, wet, muddy, but feel the air ...

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF GEOLOGY,
HYDROLOGY AND HISTORY
Ranging from the sandstones of southern Utah to the limestones of the western desert to the
metamorphics of the Rocky Mountains. Utah is remarkable for its
geological diversity. To the north is a beautiful and well-forested
branch of the Rocky Mountains called the Bear River Range. It is in
these oft snow-capped ridges that we find the Tony Grove
Recreation District, administered by the Wasatch-Cache National
Forest. The histoy of this unique area dates back to the American
Indians and early American trappers and explorers. By the late
1800s and the early 1900s, the upscale or "Tony" (thus the name of
the area) people had discovered the beauty and relaxing qualities of
this gorgeous place. Hidden away from the cares of the world, they
soaked up the abundant serenity to rejuvenate themselves for a
return to worldly endeavors. Tony Grove Lake (now reservoir) is
known for its amazing clarity and great fishing.
The lake is fed by a large spring located at the deepest point
of the lake as well as by numerous surface springs and streams.
Located at an elevation of 8043 feet, the lake is nestled in a bowl of
dolomitic rock and bounded by quartzite cliffs to the west. A thick layer of Fish Haven
dolomite, Lower Laketown dolomite, and Upper Laketown
dolomite tops this layer of quartzite. These rock layers of
Ordovician and Silurian ages rise up forming several peaks, the
highest of which reach nearly 10,000 feet above sea level. Atop
the quartzite and dolomite cliffs are a series of high valleys mingled among these peak. Abundant yearly snow melts in the
spring, flowing down and picking up the carbon dioxide from
what little soil there is and from the air, which creates the slightly acidic water that slowly widens the cracks and flutes the
magnificent pits. According to Dale Green, a local geologist
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and caver, glaciers have created many cirques and basins
in the dolomites and are probably responsible for the large
dolines. He says that it is not certain whether all the speleological features existed before glaciation.
Tony Grove has long been a favorite playground
for the vertical caver, as many of the state's deepest pits
are located here. These pits drop vertically through a variety of entrances, including everything from super-tight
cracks, sinkholes, dolines, and occasionally large, gaping
holes. Over 100 speleological features have been located and documented within the few square miles of these
valleys, basins, ridges and peaks, with more being discovered each year. These features effectively drain most of
the water and snowmelt from this area, with the exception
of a few surface streams that manage to avoid the numerous cracks and sinks. The water being drained has been
dye traced (see note at end of article). These traces have
shown a pattern of drainage to the south, with the water
emerging thousands of feet lower in large springs located
in Logan Canyon, miles away. For years cavers have
dreamed of finding the "Big Cave or Main Drainage System" that has to exist as a result of all this disappearing surface water. Unfortunately, a majority of these pits seem to be blind pits with the water in
them draining into sand and boulder floors with no possibility of additional cave. The rare caves with
horizontal extension have resulted in only very short, though impressive, cave passage. These too,
however, seem to end with the same results. Very little air movement has been noted in most of these
pits and caves. Where there is air it disappears into impossibly narrow cracks and holes or is otherwise untraceable.
PIT DISCOVERY
Because there are such a large number of pits, caves, and
speleological features located in such a small area, it is possible
and even likely that most of these features have been discovered,
re-discovered and even entered by numerous individuals and
groups over the years. It is therefore impossible to say exactly
when the pit leading to Main Drain Cave was first located or
entered. We will therefore publish only what we know and the history that we have been able to gather from those involved in the
area, including those cavers involved in the past that are still
around.
Doctor William R. Halliday first documented the existence of
caves and pits in the area in 1954. Using those leads, Dale Green,
of the Salt Lake Grotto, discovered the location of the first pits in
1957. After much study, a paper on the area was published, documenting 26 pits and caves, and included a rough map of the area.
Entrance types were categorized, pit and cave depths and lengths were listed, and geologic units
defined. A scholar and caver named Jim Wilson used this area for his PhD thesis in 1976. This study
piqued the interest of some of the harder-core vertical cavers in the state. For many years however.
ongoing efforts in this area were sporadic and poorly organized, resulting in very little advance in organized caver knowledge.
The first group known to have located the 230-foot deep pit which is the entrance to Main Drain
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Cave seems to have been a non-caver group. Our knowledge of these explorers is limited to the things
they left behind, which included broken bicycle type helmets, tarps, a jacket and a carabiner, etc. These
items tell us that they were not cavers but had probably dropped the pit fairly recently and were undoubtedly intrepid explorers. The first organized cavers we know to have located this entrance were a group
from the newly created Bear River Grotto headquartered in Logan, Utah. This grotto, which is located
geographically closest to Tony Grove of any grotto in Utah, decided to make a concerted effort to get
GPS fixes on all the caves mentioned in Jim Wilson's thesis paper. Rob Cranney and Shawn Gooch
headed up this daunting project. However, the one cave that seemed to elude them was Lucifer's Lair.
In the summer of 2000, Shawn Gooch. Thomas Haskett, and George Haskett began looking for this
well-known cave. Finally Shawn located a moderate-sized entrance, well hidden on the hillside in the
area the cave was supposed to be. They dropped the impressive 230-foot pit and explored the large
room at the bottom, marveling at the huge snow cone and the size of the room. They found evidence
of those who had visited the pit before them but found no passages or leads from the room. Alhough
this pit contained no appreciable passage and Lucifer's Lair was known to have quite a bit of passage,
they continued to call the pit Lucifer's Lair for a couple of years. Later, after they had become part of
the Tony Grove Project, they found that the real Lucifer's Lair Cave had been located by Jon Jasper and
Peter Hartley and was being mapped. When Thomas began assisting in the survey of that cave during
2003, he realized that the pit they had explored was something new. One day that year as they were on
their way to survey in Lucifer's Lair he showed Jon and Peter the deep pit.
Jon Jasper is an active Utah caver who belongs to the Timpanogos Grotto and also works as the

Cave Specialist for Timpanogos Cave National Monument. Jon decided that with the technical
advances in computer systems and the increased accuracy of GPS units, it would be possible to finally begin the documentation and comprehensive study of the Tony Grove area. Wanting to pull the fragmented efforts of all the Utah cavers together to get more done and to avoid duplication of efforts, he
started the Tony Grove Project at the beginning of the 2003 caving season. The goals of this project
were to pull all the individual cavers together, to locate, categorize, survey, and map the many features
and resources of these incredible alpine valleys and plot them all together on a three-dimensional representation of the surface of the land. To begin the project he recruited a small number of verticallycapable cavers interested in the caves and pits of that area. These individuals, loosely connected via
the internet, began visiting the area on their own and in small groups and began sharing data. Jon compiled this data into a database and provided the group members password-protected access to that
information. The database began to grow rapidly. All the previously known pits and features were gradually added and then new ones began to be distinguishable. Because there are so many features so
close together and so similar in appearance, it had been nearly impossible to tell, previous to this,
whether the feature you had found was something new or already known. Because of this, a majority
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of the features in the area had never been named. Jon simply began giving each a number. This ability to distinguish
each feature was very important because now we could document finds. Cavers got excited and started ridgewalking.
Near the end of the 2003 season, which runs from early July
thru the first of October, Jon Jasper and Peter Hartley were
ridgewalking. On this early October day they decided to drop
the pit Thomas had shown them. They rigged the pit, rappelled the 230 feet to the bottom, and searched the large
room. Like the previous explorers, they discovered no continuation, and noted previous visitation. Though Jon remembers
looking up at the end of the ice passage and wondering if it
might go, he did not push onward, leaving the lead for the
future. As no name had yet been assigned to this pit he used
a temporary name, "Lost Lair," so he would have something
to call it in the database and in discussion. Later on we found
out that Thomas had suggested the name "Deception Pit"
because of all the confusion as to whether it was Lucifer's
Lair or not.
One week after Jon visited this pit, Ryan Shurtz and a
group of friends were in the area and had just finished a trip
into Lucifer's Lair. On their
way back down the mountain,
they decided to see what new
pits they could find. As a result they rediscovered the same impressive
pit. Ryan was part of the project but the information about this pit had not
yet been added to the database, so he stopped to GPS the entrance.
They had a 200-foot rope and promptly rigged the pit. Hanging at the end
of the rope, Ryan found himself short of the floor. Impressed by the large
room, he vowed to return.
The long, cold Utah winter prevents access into most of the alpine
caving areas of Utah. The winter of 2003-04 seemed to last forever but
finally the weather changed and snow began to melt. The road to Tony
Grove often does not open until it is plowed on the 4th of July. This year,
however, the melt seemed well ahead of schedule and the cavers
plowed through the final drift blocking access to the parking lot on the
15th of May. The lake was still frozen and the ground blanketed by over
4 feet of snow in the higher country, but all were excited that the season
was going to start a little earlier this year.
THE BIG DISCOVERY
Ryan Shurtz, Tyler Erickson, Jason Barnett, Jason Erickson, Brian Fowers, Eric Olsen, and
Brigham Yates, all caving and climbing friends, decided that it would be fun to go see if the pit they had
located last Fall could be entered so early in the season. On the 18th of June, a Friday evening after
work, the group had climbed the mountain and found themselves standing at the brink of blackness,
gazing with wonder at the amazing hole so well hidden for so many years. They were still unaware that
this was the same pit that was listed as Lost Lair or pit #69 in the database. This time they had plenty
of rope to do the job and so rigged the pit with two ropes. Each rappelled the 230 feet to the bottom,
experiencing the dramatic change in temperature from the 60-odd degrees of an October mountain
evening at 9,000 feet of elevation to the freezing temperatures of an alpine, coldtrap pit, full of snow and
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ice year-round. Each noted the two large snow and ice cones, one
partway down and the other at the bottom. Each noted the strangely shaped head of the two snow cones without realizing that the
cause of this unique shaping was due to an abundance of air
movement in the cave. No one knew that they were within a very
short distance of a momentous discovery. The group of young people explored the large room, noted the ice columns, ice stalactites
and stalagmites, ice bridges, ice arches, and ice clubs. They discovered a carabiner frozen into the ice and spent some time chipping it out, a memento of an earlier visitation. Each followed the
upward sloping passage to its apparent end. Much as others
before them had, each turned around and headed back for the
rope, assured the cave had ended. That is, all but one.
Ryan K. Shurtz, single, 25 years old, just over 6 feet tall, stood
at the apparent end of the cave. As is his practice he did not
accept the others' description of the end. Staring defiantly at the
ice-covered crack that extended upward from the end of the passage, Ryan refused to leave until he had at least tried the climb.
Ryan has been caving from the time he was three years old, having done his first vertical cave at age five. Being tall but slim of
build he had found early that he could often go where others could
not. His Dad had taught him that a cave had not been pushed until he pushed it himself. He had also
worked long and hard to overcome the fear of darkness and heights and the feelings of claustrophobia.
Ryan had often found passages in caves that others had missed because he was willing to push further
and harder. He understood the three dimensional nature of caves and looked instinctively where others
failed to search. He had always loved caving and from an early age had decided that he was destined
to find virgin cave. Ryan had endured thousands of hours of ridgewalking in the steep Utah, Nevada,
and Idaho mountains. He had been mercilessly stuffed into tight cracks and holes from an early age by
his Dad and had learned to enjoy it. He had honed his climbing skills both above and underground in
caves like Little Brush Creek, Neffs Canyon, and Lechuguilla. As he looked up that crack he did not see
an end, but rather a challenge. He began the climb up the crack. He soon found that the ice ended a
short way up and was replaced by a crystalline cover to the rocks. This coating actually made the hand
and footholds look as if they were covered by ice but instead rendered them as usable holds. Up, up he
went. About 50 feet above the steep ice slope, he noted a small opening,
which seemed to lead in the right direction. Bridging over to the lead, he
wormed his way in and found that the passage was a crack with a floor
and noted two things. First, the nature of the passage had dramatically
changed. The cave to this point had been very icy and wet, and multiple
waterfalls had been encountered. Now he found himself in a very dry and
sandy passage. The second thing he noted was that there was a very
strong draft of icy wind sucking past him into the unknown darkness
ahead. In his own words, this is what went through his mind when he
realized the potential of what he had just found:
"My heart began to race, just like it does every time I go into a vertical cave, but this time I began to think of all the possibilities once you feel
this much air. I followed the air. It went into a small crack passage and
at the end there was a tight hole in the floor. I squeezed downward, plugging the air movement off. As I popped through, the air was free to flow
again and I realized that there was a lot of air movement and that it was
very cold. I landed on a sloping floor and followed it for about six feet to
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the top of a crack type pit. I could still feel the air movement even in this bigger passage. I found the
nearest loose rock and threw it down. It bounced back and forth between the waIls for a long ways. I
was freaking out. I calmed myself down because I wanted to get some idea of how deep the pit was. I
dropped another rock, this time aimed to go straight down without hitting the waIls, and waited and listened. I then estimated a possibility of about 200 feet of depth. I turned around and yelled. I was so excited to tell the guys what I had found. Though I was currently too wet and not dressed properly for the
cold, I knew I had to get back to the cave and get down this next pit as soon as possible.”
Ryan retraced his steps and downclimbed the crack from the area he later named "The Ice Box"
and excitedly told his friends what he had discovered. They exited the pit and were soon down the
mountain and headed for home. Though Ryan didn't know it yet, he had just made the discovery that
would turn this ordinary pit, located among dozens of similar pits, into the cave of his dreams.
EXPLORATION
Upon arriving home, Ryan immediately told me (his Dad) of his find.
After he described the first pit, the climb, the strength of the air movement,
and the second pit, we both decided that a trip to the cave in the very near
future was imperative. Both of us knew that with the impressive first
pit and the continuation of a second pit, this cave could possibly be
as deep as Polygamys End Cave. Polygamys End was located in
the Tony Grove area also, and was currently the deepest cave in
the area at 460 feet. Both of us were too excited to wait a
long time, so we planned a trip for the next Monday, June
21, 2004. Ryan and I hiked the 40-60 minutes to the cave
from the parking lot. I was duly impressed with the entrance. We
rigged the cave with a 300 foot 11mm rope and began the
survey. We both rappelled into
the darkness carrying along a
200-foot coil of 11mm, and
a 41-foot, 9mm lead rope. The big room was
definitely amazing. The room was half filled
by the snow and ice cone. The waterfall in the
corner of the room that had soaked Ryan on his last trip was
decreased enough to allow us to further explore the short
passage beyond. The water had obviously exited the room
through the gravel and rocks of the floor(as occurs in most
Tony Grove pits). Upon reaching the climb I was at first
quite intimidated. The climb appeared ice covered and was
very exposed. Ryan assured me that it could be done.
Even so, I had Ryan do the climb first and rig me a rope as
a safety. After getting up the climb I was very impressed with the
magnitude of the cold air moving at such a furious pace into the
cave through the Ice Box. Then I had my first look at the crack/pit. I had
seen similar crack/pits in other Utah caves. These had often yielded significant depth and so I got excited. We rigged a rope and went down, Ryan first
and then me. As I neared Ryan's location in the pit I saw that he was downclimbing the crack, as the rope had not reached the bottom. We both climbed
to where the crack widened out and where several large boulders jammed
between the walls forming a ledge. Obviously the pit continued and the roar
of falling water crashing onto rock below could easily be heard. After searchPage 6

ing horizontally in the pit along this ledge we found a place we could downclimb to where we could see
the bottom. A convenient anchor was mercifully in just the right place to allow us to reach the floor of
the big canyon by using the 41-foot rope. All the way down a misty waterfall had been raining steadily
upon us.
Feet securely on the ground, we looked around at the 20-foot wide, flat floored, virgin canyon
passage. The black rain seemed to be falling from the darkness above at many different places along
the passage. To the north was an unclimbable wall with a small waterfall. We turned and headed south,
following the stream. After a short distance the stream flowed under a huge breakdown pile and the
passage split. We followed the stream and the right passage and soon found ourselves in a very wet
belly crawl. After searching around a while we turned back to "Black Rain Canyon," where we took the
left part of the passage. This went up and over the breakdown, and after a short hands and knees crawl
through boulders, we found ourselves in a large room later named "The Big Easterly" because it turned
to the east. The room had several areas of beautiful formations,
including flowstone, draperies, pools with cave pearls, and 'tites and
'mites. We looked the room over and found that the stream wound
around under the breakdown and exited at the far end, funneling into
a narrow canyon passage. This passage appeared to be two feet
wide with no ceiling visible.
As the stream lead us noisily along we began to realize that we
were in a passage that was likely to continue, as it was too narrow for
the ubiquitous breakdown to block the passage. We pushed onward,
noting many places where there were white flows of what appeared to
be flowstone but on closer examination proved to be hundreds of cave
pearls about the size of a pinhead. In other places we found pearls
up to half an inch in diameter. These pearls were so prevalent that we
just had to name the passage "Caviar Canyon." We continued on,
noting a small stream passage coming into Caviar Canyon from the
east. We then ended our virgin exploration at a widening of the passage, which we named "The Break Room." We exited the cave very wet, cold, and tired. We were,
however, unbelievably happy because we now had hope that the cave would be a large and deep one.
After exiting the cave we discussed what we should name it. Though we hadn't actually been the first
people into the pit, we really had no idea who was. We also knew of no name given to the pit, which
was listed as number 69 on the database. Because Ryan was the one who transformed this cave from
just another pit in Tony Grove to a unique and magnificent cave of import to Utah caving, we felt like we
deserved to name the cave, and the cave now deserved a name. After a lot of thought, Ryan decided
to name the cave after what we both openly hoped it was: the "Main Drain."
The next trip was on June 21, 2004, and was a survey trip. We have always believed that the
best way to explore is to survey. We decided that each trip would consist of a good effort to survey and
then possibly we could scout ahead and get a preview of what was coming next. Only Ryan and I
attended this trip, as we had not yet let other cavers in the state in on our little discovery.
First we surveyed the Snow Cone Room and the Ice Passage. We brought along an additional
100-foot 11mm rope to finish "Leaky Faucet Pit." We surveyed down the pit using fairly short shots as
the pit was very narrow. We ended our survey on a recoverable point in Black Rain canyon and decidPage 7

ed to reward ourselves with some exploration. We pushed down
Black Rain Canyon, over the breakdown into the Big Easterly
Room, and on down Caviar Canyon. We noted but did not explore
a side canyon with an infeeder steam coming in from the east as
we pushed on to the Break Room. From there, we were in virgin
passage. We continued in a southerly direction for several hundred
feet further untiI the passage floor dropped out.
We could hear a waterfall below us. We were unable to proceed horizontally because there was no floor and the passage had
widened considerabIy. We climbed down a very difficult waterfall
and into a very nice but small room. The passage continued down
three more waterfalls. We called this area "Waterfall Canyon."
Finally the walls closed in and began zigzagging back and forth.
The walls were close and zigzagged vertically as well as horizontally. Because of this passage shape you often could not stand up
even though there was no ceiling detectable. We decided to call
the canyon Zigzag Canyon. We pushed on down the cave a ways
noting periodic small waterfalls coming from above us in many
places as we proceeded. About this time we noted an increase in
the sound of the stream and assumed that we were coming to
another short waterfall. As we drew nearer, however, we realized it was something much bigger. We
popped out of the narrow canyon and beheld a very large and very dark passage, which had widened
to 20 feet and actually had a ceiling for a change, but no floor was visible. We could hear the water
pounding on the bottom of the big pit somewhere deep below us. We realized instantly that we would
need more than the 41 feet of rope we carried. After tossing a few rocks we decided to bring back a
300-footer for our next trip. We turned back, cold, wet, and exhausted but very pleased with our cave.
It was after this trip that we decided we were going to need some
specialty clothing and additional people to help us with the exploration and survey.
Ryan and I used our e-mail the next day to contact some of
the members of the Tony Grove Project. We were careful to only
include those we knew had the vertical skills to handle the extreme
nature of the cave and also only those who had shown a previous
interest in helping with the project. We did not tell any of them
where the cave was or that it was one of the pits already in the database. We just asked for people to help with a new deep, wet, cold
cave. No one turned us down. July was a very busy month and we
were unable to get anything worked up until the 6th of August. We
arranged for a 350-foot rope, provided by Spencer Christian of the
Timpanogos Grotto and the Utah Cave Search and Rescue, for the
third pit. Unfortunately, Spencer was unable to make the trip.
Daniel Francom of the Bear River Grotto and Brandon Kowallis of
the Timpanogos Grotto agreed to join us. We warned them of the
nature of the cave but it is hard to believe it until you actually see it
for yourself.
On the 5th of August we all proceeded to the cave entrance
area and set up camp in the great-out-of-doors. Ryan and I had
purchased Petzl PVC caving suits because we had been so cold
and wet on the last trip and were excited to try them out. We decided that we could use some of the time left before going to bed to
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drop down and survey an upper passage Ryan had spotted on the last trip. To do this we rigged the
entrance and rappelled to the first snow cone. This cone is directly under the pit entrance and acts to
push most of the winter snow down a slope to the east where it drops the 100 feet or so to the second
snow cone. You can get off rope behind the upper cone and work your way to the west, where a wide
and low passage leads off to the north. We spent an hour or two exploring and surveying this short
upper lead, which we named "The Highlands," and which ends up choking in breakdown under another known karst feature on the surface a short distance to the north of Deception Pit. We slept the sleep
of the excited that night.
The next morning we divided up the survey gear and got ready to do the serious trip. Brandon,
having a degree in photography, had designated himself as the trip photographer, and had a huge pack
to carry into the cave. We all enjoyed the 230-foot rappel into the Snow Cone Room. We all did Ryan's
Ice Climb without a rope on this trip but most of us did not feel too comfortable doing so and agreed to
rig it the next time. We rappelled down the Leaky Faucet Pit, named for the water that is always dripping down it and the fact that it seems to be cocked off of the normal direction of the rest of the cave
like the handle of a faucet. We then began to survey Black Rain Canyon. After one shot up canyon to
the waterfall that had mostly stopped running by now, we surveyed on down cave to just below the falls
in Waterfall Canyon. Brandon, in addition to his photography gear, had brought along his Palm Pilot with
a new program called "Auriga," which allowed us to plug in all the survey data as we went and thus to
know the total length and depth of our survey when we ended. We found that we were at a depth of
375 feet and we were still not to the top of the big third pit. Here, we decided that we were nearly out
of time and so dashed for the top of the third pit. We rigged Spencer's rope to a large rock in the passage about 45 feet from the drop and Ryan
proceeded to rappel over the lip next to the
waterfall.
We used small radios to keep in touch
with Ryan as he rappelled the 222 feet to the
large flat-floored room at the bottom. He
began exploring and described an extremely
large boulder that divided the eyeglassshaped room. He had to find a way to climb
over the boulder and then reported back that
it looked like this might be the end of the
cave. We waited, hoping that he had been
hasty. He finally reported that he had found a
tall passage with a waterfall coming from way
above, at the other end of the room, but there
was no way to climb it. Then there was a long
pause during which time the three of us at the
top suffered fear that the cave would end.
We also began suffering from the cold, which
settled into our bones, as we were not moving much. At last he told us that he was back
at the bottom of the rope and that he had
found a way on but we were going to need a
short rope to continue. He told us not to
come down, as he had been thoroughly
soaked in the rappel because the waterfall
spreads out wider and wider as it plummets to
the floor. When he finally appeared over the
lip we all decided that we did not want to look
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like he looked and so we planned to return with
a bolt drill for the next trip to try to get the rope
further from the falls. We exited the cave
extremely tired but sure that we would pass
Poligamys End Cave for depth on the next trip.
The next trip was on August 21st. Dave Shurtz,
Ryan Shurtz, Brandon Kowallis, Thomas
Haskett, Dan Francom, Tyler Erickson, and
Jason Barnett were on the trip. Most camped at
the cave the night before but Dan hiked up very
early so we were ready to enter the cave by 8:00
a.m. Jason Barnett, who had camped at the
cave, had to stay on the surface because he forgot his vertical gear. (After we entered the cave,
he ran down to the car, drove the 2 hours home,
and returned in time to enter the cave and meet us that evening as we emerged from the third pit.)
We proceeded to where we had left off our survey at the end of Waterfall Canyon and split up.
Ryan and Brandon took the drill gun we had borrowed from Jon Jasper and went to the third pit to place
the bolts. The rest of us proceeded to survey Zigzag Canyon. When we reached the bolting crew we
found out that they still did not have the first hole drilled and had gone through both batteries. We all
wondered how that could be until we found out that they had not turned the drill to hammer mode and
were trying to drill the extremely hard dolomite in regular drill mode. We all got a laugh out of that until
we realized we had no anchor. Out of desperation, Ryan safetied himself to the main rope and climbed
out to a sharp horn sticking out of the side of the pit about 10 feet from the waterfall on the right wall.
He used a double thickness rope pad to cover this extremely rough piece of rock and then carefully
placed the rope on the pad as he crossed the horn. We each in turn repeated this tricky maneuver as
we rappelled down this magnificent pit, which we surveyed to a depth of 222 feet by using a copper wire.
We began at the bottom of the big pit by surveying across the room and up the vertical wall created by
the massive boulder that divided the room in two. On the other side we ran a survey shot to the bottom
of the waterfall passage at the other end of the room. We then surveyed into the small hole at the base
of the backside of the boulder, which was the only way on we could find. This took us under the massive rock and into a different style of passage. Suddenly everything was covered in damp dirt, whereas all had been clean washed before. We surveyed through two smallish rooms and into a narrow
canyon where we could hear the water falling and flowing below us. We ended our survey this trip by
surveying down the short drop to the flowing water. According to Brandon's Palm Pilot we were now at
a depth of -715 feet. We were now officially the deepest cave in Tony Grove. The really exciting thing
was that we were actually approaching the depth of Nielson Cave, a large cave a few miles to the south
and currently the second deepest cave in the state at -880 feet. Right then and there our goals shifted
to a new target.
On the way out, Brandon went up the big pit first. Then it was Dan Francom's turn. As he
approached the padded horn he saw something that nearly stopped his heart. Both thicknesses of rope
pad were worn through and more than half the rope was as well, including the entire sheath and part of
the core! At the bottom, where communication was next to impossible due to the waterfall, we merely
noticed that Dan seemed to be taking an unusually long time to get up the pit. Finally it was Thomas's
turn. He had problems with his climbing system (an old worn out Frog) and then also seemed to take
a really long time near the top like Dan had done. After Tyler seemed to follow the same pattern it was
my turn. When I reached the horn I found out what all the extra time was about. Not only did you have
to work your way precariously past the horn, but you also had to bypass a Butterfly knot at the same
time. The knot prominently displayed the frayed rope as a reminder that proper rigging and safety
should always be first in caving. Because of this experience we named the drop "Frayed Knot Falls."
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Between the August 21st trip and the September 11th trip, Brandon Kowallis, Peter Hartley, and
Jon Jasper made a trip to do some bolting in the cave to increase safety. I am not sure of the exact
date this occurred, but it was a crucial trip and made a lot of difference in the safety and speed of moving through the cave. A bolt was placed in the entrance drop to split that climb into two parts and to keep
the rope from rubbing on the rock. Another bolt was placed at the top of Ryan's Climb to make rigging
easier. A bolt was placed at the top of the waterfall canyon and then three bolts were also placed above
Frayed Knot Falls so we would never have a repeat of the scare we had experienced the trip before.
On the 11th of September, Jon Jasper, Tyler Erickson, Brandon Kowallis, and Peter Hartley
joined Ryan and Dave Shurtz in a combined photography and survey trip. Peter and Jon took the lead
with responsibility to find the best route to survey. Ryan took the plan view book position. Brandon, Tyler
and I took the other survey responsibilities and we began at the top of the pit last surveyed. We elected to stay high and dry and began surveying down a canyon filled with breakdown above the flowing
stream and waterfall surveyed on our last trip. This canyon started off with a room and then a righttrending and gently curving canyon passage, which got narrower and narrower until we were squeezing along sideways. We latter named this "Comma Canyon" as it looks like a giant comma on the map.
As we caught up with Jon and Peter we could hear them finishing up the placement of yet another bolt.
This one was just past a tight squeeze and 50 feet over some jagged boulders, and beyond that another pit to blackness. We each in turn rappelled down the 50-foot drop to the boulders and surveyed into
a fair-sized passage. This soon ended in a really nice-sized room. Jon and Peter met us there with stories of yet another deep pit just beyond, which would require returning with a longer rope. Brandon rappelled down the first 70 feet of that drop with our 100-foot rope and reported a large room with passage
going both up and down cave. He also talked of a lot of loose-looking boulders at the top of the pit and
flowing water to be heard at the bottom. We figured the depth of the cave surveyed so far and found
that we were at -910 feet and had passed the depth of Neilson Cave. This made Main Drain the second deepest cave in the state. We realized that this next pit would even break the 1000-foot depth mark.
Because of this we decide to name the pit "Kilo Pit." Suddenly Neffs, which was then Utah's deepest
cave, was in our sights. We named the room where we ended our survey "High and Dry," as it was one
of the few dry places we had found in the cave. We decided that this room might be the best place for
a future camp if the cave continued on much further. On the way out, Brandon took a lot of time shooting pictures of the big pits and some of the formations. We all took turns acting as flash mules for those
shots.
September 18, 2004 found us back at the cave trying to beat the predicted snow and cold weather. Ryan Shurtz, Jon Jasper, Peter Hartley, and Kyle Volyes attended this trip. First Kilo Pit was bolted
and rigged. All rappelled down and found a room almost the same size as the High and Dry room
above. The survey indicated the pit was about 160 feet deep plus the 27 feet down climbed getting to
the lip of the pit. The lower room had a stream running through the middle of it. The room also had an
upstream passage which was not explored at this time. There was also a waterfall coming down one
wall and joining the flow of the main stream in the middle of the room. The survey continued downcave
as they followed the water, hoping for deeper things to come. After a short distance the canyon narrowed suddenly and drastically, leaving the cave passage about 18 inches wide. The ceiling dived from
the 40-foot high norm to about 4 feet. The stream dipped into the tiny passage leaving only 18 inches
of air space. The air movement which we had been following throughout the cave continued through
this nasty, wet constriction. This meant that each caver, in order to continue, had to get wet at least up
to their chests, including one shoulder and the side of their faces, in the 37-degree water. Some time
was spent looking for a bypass to this little piece of cave but none was found. Twenty-one feet later,
after all were wet and shivering, we continued the survey downward. The ceiling had suddenly shot up
to 100 feet tall and the cave had widened to acceptable dimensions. Again, after a short distance, the
ceiling abruptly dropped to 4 feet high but at least the passage stayed wide. As we proceeded we found
the ceiling to be moving gradually upward, and it finally seemed to be averaging 20 to 40 feet tall.
Another waterfall was noted on the right coming out of a high dome. The survey soon hit a "T." The
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left side had no flow, so the surveyors followed the water to the right. After wading a couple of pools,
the survey ended where the water fell 45 feet into a blind pool. Another waterfall could be seen doing
the same thing part way around the pit to the left and down about 6 feet. A survey line was run to the
top of the water and it was noted that a new Utah depth record had been achieved, as Main Drain cave
was now 1,174 feet deep (9 feet deeper than Neffs Cave). After the celebration we decided to "scoop
a little virgin." A quick recon was done down the near-borehole-sized passage until the water got so
deep that we were going to have to get wetter and colder than anyone wanted. We decided to stop.
On the way out, Kyle realized that he was pushing his endurance and vertical ability real hard. While
climbing the rope at Frayed Knot Falls he accidentally dropped his pack down the pit and hit Jon Jasper,
who was preparing to climb next. This caused Jon some serious pain and bruising. Fortunately he was
able to continue out on his own power and even carried Kyle's pack for him part of the way.
The final trip of the season was on Tuesday the 21st of September 2004. Though e-mails were
sent with intent to notify and invite, neither David nor Ryan Shurtz were aware of, or able to attend this
trip. The attendees were Brandon Kowallis, Jon Jasper, Dan Francom, Peter Hartley and Mike Wiser.
Everybody packed light and traveled fast to the end of the survey. Of course all had to endure the torture of the "There Just Had To Be A Low Spot Crevice" and so all were wet and shivering. The survey
was quick and dirty and the scale had to be changed from the previously used 20 feet to the inch, to 40
feet to the inch, and finally to 60 feet to the inch because of the large dimensions of the cave beyond
this point. The survey shot lengths began to stretch out and were soon approaching 100 feet each. This
added a lot of length to the cave but it was soon noted that the cave had stopped its steady downward
trend and was now remarkably level. Soon the surveyors were all wading through waist-deep water for
long periods of time. Great care had to be used to walk in just the right places so that they would not
sink into the cold water any deeper than they had to. They pushed onward until the passage gave way
to a nice-sized room where there were multiple ways on. After the survey was ended, several members
of the team decided to look ahead to see what was coming. The large passage began to descend and
came to a large breakdown area. It looked like this might be the end of the cave, but after a quick search,
a way on was found which descended through the breakdown to the top of another pit. At the bottom
of that pit appears to be a huge river passage just waiting to be explored. This had been a very long
and deep trip. Everyone exited the cave safely but extremely exhausted. Even as they exited the cave,
the soft and quiet snow was building up around the entrance. Within a
week there was over 4 feet and soon even the lower accesses were closed
off for traffic. It would be 9 or 10 months before we could return. However,
the Main Drain cavers would be busy. Survey had to be input, maps drawn,
and new software learned so the map could be digitized. Hydrologists and
geologists would go into high gear trying to figure out where the cave was
likely to go. Cave gear and clothing had to be upgraded so new challenges
could be met. Cavers across the country would soon come to know that
the United States had a new deep cave and that it was threatening to
become the deepest carbonate cave in America with a potential of 3600 feet to resurgence. The cave,
now nearly one mile long, would have to be many miles long to get anywhere near that depth still you
never know. And in a caver's heart, hope springs eternal.
The members of the Tony Grove Project as it now stands are as follows:
Project founder: Jon Jasper
Peter Hartley, Brandon Kowallis, David Shurtz, Ryan Shurtz, Vern Bowden, Daniel Francom, Thomas
Haskett, David Herron, Larry Spangler
***2005 Update***
During the beginning of the 2005 calendar year, the Tony Grove Cave Project gained national
notoriety with the release of a Bountiful newspaper article and a NSS News feature article. The
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Bountiful Examiner newspaper printed what we thought would be unrecognized article on the local
residents Ryan and Dave Shurtz’s role in discovery of Utah’s new deepest cave. The article’s link was
quickly spread nationally through the Cave Diggers forum. Several months later Dave Shurtz published his accounts in Main Drain Cave in the April issue of NSS News. The once quiet caving area is
now commonly known among organized cavers throughout the United States.
Due to the area’s new attention, the project’s preseason activities focused on improving safety.
Brandon Kowallis created a Vertical Training Checklist to guide his students in learning the needed
techniques to help out with the project. To improve conditions in Main Drain Cave, the project established a prodeal with PMI to help defer the cost of the 1200 ft of new rope. Other retail discounts were
established through Hansen Mountaineering for the additional needed bolting supplies. Rescue
caches containing food, a stove, emergency blankets, heat packs, and basic vertical rescue equipment were placed in Main Drain Cave. During the summer season mapping occurred in several
“small” caves. To aid in the effort, Brandon Kowallis led a cave mapping workshop to get new cavers
the know-how in mapping caves. Over the season, 10 small caves were mapped. Brandon and Vern
Bowden together produced 18 maps for most all of the small caves surveyed in 2005 and previous
years. The heavy snowpack of 2005 created large concern and delays in the exploration efforts in
Main Drain Cave. The initial trips started in mid-July with the entrance pit still heavily coated with ice
and snow. At the end of July, the first trip to the bottom of the cave discovered the 2004 depth
record’s 45-ft pit completely full of water and back flowing down the passage with waist deep water.
By mid-August, the bottom push resumed with a crew of 6 cavers with about a dozen more begging to
come along. Following the main lead, we found a large room where two streams flowed into a 15-ft
diameter pool. The survey ended at the edge of this 25 to 30 foot deep pool. A new depth record of
1227 ft was reached. With no other downstream leads, the project’s participation waned. All of the
remaining leads continue upstream. However, the first upstream mapped lead led to a large breakdown room with 3 converging waterfalls.
Dave Shurtz led several other survey trips to clean up the leads in the middle depth of the
cave. After several trips Dave is close to completing the survey of the upper section of the cave.
These upper leads have shortened the 450-ft vertical gap between Lucifers Lair Cave and Main Drain
Cave to 300 ft. In the end, the 2005 season’s surveying progress was 4,755 ft of new survey bringing
the total project’s survey length to 14,300 ft (2.7 miles) in 19 caves. The survey in the 10 smaller
caves totaled 2,005 ft. New survey in Main Drain Cave contributed 2,750 ft bringing its total length to
7760 ft (1.72 miles) and a depth of 1,227
ft. Main Drain Cave is now the 4th
longest cave in Utah and the 9th deepest
in the United States! Future efforts will
soon need to resort to more technical
approaches to create breakthroughs. A
winter trip is being planned to Main Drain
Cave to see if the terminal sumps may
drain as the surface water is locked in ice
and snow. Main Drain Cave has many
promising aid climbs. If bypasses aren’t
found to the ending sumps in Main Drain
Cave, diving may be required to continue.

*First 13 pages of this article originally
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